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300
Plug-and-Play Data Protection.
Anywhere, Anytime Management.
Introduction
For small businesses with simpler environments,
StorageCraft OneXafe Solo 300 features a plug-and-play,
compact appliance that’s extremely easy to deploy and
manage all within a few simple steps: plug it in, connect to
internet, and start protecting in minutes. By streaming data
directly to the cloud, OneXafe Solo 300 significantly reduces
infrastructure requirements onsite while disaster-proofing the
data at the same time. OneXafe Solo 300 leverages the same
powerful, enterprise-class data protection technology that
drives StorageCraft ShadowXafe. OneXafe Solo 300 delivers
powerful recovery, simple management, and total business
continuity.

Ultimate Flexibility for Any Environment
OneXafe Solo 300 provides ultimate flexibility with a range
of deployment options independent of the IT environment. It
can be deployed in environments with limited infrastructure,
whether the limitations stem from lack of local storage or
virtual environments, ensuring secure data protection for
any environment. With its set-and-forget capability, OneXafe
Solo 300 enables efficient management of data protection
without requiring dedicated resources, whether staffing or
capital.

Innovative Cloud-based, SLAbased Policy
Management
OneXafe Solo 300’s SLA-based policy administration makes
it easy to manage data protection, reducing the overhead
costs and complexity. OneXafe Solo 300 uses StorageCraft
OneSystem for cloud-based management from anywhere,
anytime through any web browser. This eliminates the need
for onsite dedicated servers and time-consuming software
upgrades to manage data protection. OneSystem manages
OneXafe Solo 300’s data protection workflow with a true
SLA-based protection framework. Policy creation is intuitive
with all the ingredients that make up the SLA― backup
frequency, retention policy, target location, replication for
cloud disaster recovery.

Scales as You Grow
OneXafe Solo 300 allows you to accommodate additional
data protection policies and manage at scale with just a few
clicks. With the same set of tools, you can address multiple
use cases, physical or virtual server protection, on-premise
or direct to cloud backup, from one machine to 20 machines,
all with always-on offsite disaster recovery (DR). In addition
to cloud backup, OneXafe Solo 300 provides the ability to
back up to external storage, such as to another NAS device,
making it easy to scale.

OneXafe Solo 300 for Total Business Continuity
Protection
Management
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Cost-effective Enterprise-class Features
OneXafe Solo 300 provides powerful, enterprise-class data protection at SMB pricing in a compact device form. Its data
protection is both host-based and agent-based, complete with physical and virtual system recovery. OneXafe Solo 300 provides
instant boot recovery, with patented VirtualBoot technology, for virtual machines within milliseconds, recreates entire sites in
the cloud, and backs up systems efficiently. It delivers SLA-based protection, embedded analytics, best in industry RTO, and
innovative recoverability tract technology.

Cloud-based DRaaS for Total Business Continuity
OneXafe Solo 300 is fully integrated with StorageCraft Cloud Services (DRaaS) to provide total business continuity with an
orchestrated one-click failover in the cloud, easily recovering the entire infrastructure. This results in reduced downtime costs
and improved productivity, while offering the highest service level agreements (SLAs) with one throat to choke.

Features and Benefits
Features

Benefits

Management Simplicity

Single pane of glass for ease of management

Flexible Recovery

Plug-and-Play deployment & activation
• One-click activation of device
• Intuitive SLA-based data protection workflow
• Auto-provisioning of any non-network attached
• Optimized for ease of use
device, automatically added whether external or
internal
Recover to dissimilar HW or virtual environments

Instant Recovery

• Ensures that recovery is fast and quick (v2v, p2p, v2p & p2v)
• Utilize resources on hand. No waiting for any specific resources
Quickly recover files/folders and entire system in seconds

Reliable Recovery
& Data Integrity

Integrated DRaaS

• Recovery using VirtualBoot IO read-ahead technology, irrespective of the VM size
• Direct recovery to primary store means no Virtual Storage Motion and no performance impact during
recovery
Dependable recovery
• Hyper-V agent-based recovery
• No need for migration to primary storage after recovery as it’s automatic
• Automated, advanced reverification of backup images along with inflight verification ensures
dependable backup images
• Smart retries, and self-healing repairs ensures service reliability
• Retained metadata for improved recovery experience
• Cold file access technology for file folder recovery
• AES 256-bit encryption for data security (in-flight and at rest)
• Best-in-class certified VSS integration for app-consistent data protection
• Protection capabilities are not limited by local or internal storage
• Simple, consistent recovery process, regardless of source of recovery point, local or cloud
Total business continuity
•
•
•
•
•

Orchestrated, one-click virtual failover
Self-service portal with no 3rd party intervention during recovery
Back up directly to StorageCraft Cloud Services
Seed/BMR drives and web download
Auto-discovery of C drive

Hardware Spec
•
•
•
•
•

Form Factor: Mini
CPU: Quad-Core Intel Celeron N4100
Memory: 4GB DDR4-2400MHz
Weight: 1.54 lb
Dimensions: 4.53 X 4.53 X 1.93 in

•
•
•
•
•

Internal Storage: up to 4TB (not included)
Slide-out 7mm or 9.5mm 2.5” drive bay HDD or SSD
1 x M.2 2280 slot available
External Storage: SMB, NFS, iSCSI, USB
Ports: 1 x 1GbE Ethernet; 2 x USB 3.1
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Powerful Data Protection Made Simple.
The Challenge
Data loss and rising cost of application downtime leads to reduced productivity and revenue. The unavailability of critical data
negatively impacts company reputation and results in potential loss of customers.

The Solution
StorageCraft® ShadowXafeTM is a data protection solution that brings a unified, SLA-driven management for
the complete data protection lifecycle. ShadowXafe delivers dependable data recovery with an optimized, easy-to-use
management workflow. Its powerful data protection is both agentless and agent-based, applicable for a wide range of
workloads, physical and virtual, on premises and in the cloud. ShadowXafe ensures reliable data protection, reducing
application downtime and improving productivity. In the event of system-wide failure, data corruption or natural disaster,
ShadowXafe's patented VirtualBoot technology allows organizations to perform virtual machine (VM) recovery in
milliseconds and restore their entire infrastructure in minutes. ShadowXafe provides total business continuity when
integrated with StorageCraft Cloud Services, our disaster recovery as a service (DRaaS) as a service platform.
ShadowXafe’s architecture is designed from the ground up and is a collection of interconnected, scalable, and easily
manageable microservices that deliver robust data protection and storage access. It consists of three main components:
Data Protection Services, Agents, and OneSystem®. The Data Protection Services deliver storage access and data
protection procedures including backup, restore, replication, and storage. Agents are adapters for protecting physical
servers and virtual machines (VMs) to deliver higher SLAs. OneSystem is the management framework that orchestrates
and manages the activities within Data Protection Services. Users get real-time monitoring, reporting, and visibility from any
location.

Instant Restore with VirtualBoot
The patented StorageCraft VirtualBoot technology instantly restores data,
directly from the backup images, and gives users full access to system

ShadowXafe VirtualBoot

resources and applications in seconds. There is no need for VMware
Storage vMotion as data can be restored directly on the primary storage.
VirtualBoot is built on VAIO filter and performs advanced intelligent I/O
read-ahead to deliver the data before it is needed. Although rapid failover
in the event of a disaster is the most critical function of VirtualBoot, it
provides various other valuable functions including:
•

Confirm and validate backup images proactively

•

Act as a temporary solution to minimize downtime during server
migration

•

Test software packages
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•

Provide application/kernel updates before production
deployment

•

Access applications from a specific point in time to export
data from applications

Management Simplicity with OneSystem
The data protection workflow is managed through OneSystem®,
a unified management platform featuring a true SLA-based
protection framework. OneSystem seamlessly integrates
into VMware vCenter environments, delivering a deployment
experience that’s similar to that of deploying a simple virtual
appliance. The dashboard gives an overview of the health of
the system. Policy creation is intuitive with all the ingredients
that make up the SLA -backup frequency, retention policy, target
location, replication for offsite disaster recovery - in a single
location. Once created, the SLA protection policy can be applied to
a set of VMs or physical servers.

Features and Benefits
FEATURES

BENEFITS

Flexible Recovery

Recover to dissimilar HW or virtual environments
• Ensures that recovery is timely & quick (v2v, p2p, v2p & p2v)
• Utilize resources on hand. No waiting for any specific resources

Instant Recovery

Quickly recover files/folders in seconds and entire systems in minutes
• Recovery using VirtualBoot IO read-ahead technology, irrespective
of the VM size
• Direct recovery to primary store means no Virtual Storage Motion
and no performance impact during recovery

Reliable Recovery
& Data Integrity

Dependable recovery
• Automated, advanced reverification of backup images along with
inflight verification ensures dependable backup images
• Smart retries, and self-healing repairs ensures service reliability
• Retained metadata for improved recovery experience
• Cold file access/recovery
• AES 256-bit encryption for data security
• Best-in-class certified VSS integration for app-consistent data
protection

Integrated DRaaS

Total business continuity
• Orchestrated, one-click virtual failover
• Self-service portal with no 3rd party intervention during recovery
• Replication to another site or StorageCraft Cloud Services
• Seed/BMR drives and web download
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Deeply Integrated Data Protection,
Scale-out Storage, and Cloud-based Recovery.

Introduction
StorageCraft® OneXafe® is a converged data platform that unifies enterprise-class data protection with
scale-out storage in an easy-to-use, configurable solution. For businesses looking to protect and manage
their data in heterogeneous environments, OneXafe eliminates complexity and provides flexible deployment
to accommodate various workload requirements. At the same time, it significantly reduces costs associated
with primary and secondary storage as well as data protection software. By providing a converged solution,
OneXafe removes the need for siloed point solutions and minimizes costs incurred from standalone hardware
and software offerings.
At the core of OneXafe is a patented distributed object-based file system that delivers universal data access by
providing NFS and SMB access to users and applications. Data protection services are directly integrated into
the distributed object store, delivering powerful backup and recovery, with a work flow optimized for simplified
management.
OneXafe tightly integrates with StorageCraft Cloud Services, with a single click it provides business continuity
of data, network, and application recovery in StorageCraft's Cloud. There are a number of configurable options
available within OneXafe, from primary storage, to secondary storage, to enterprise-class data protection
combined with secondary storage. It is seamlessly administered with OneSystem, our simple, intuitive, yet
powerful management service. OneXafe enables ease of implementation for both powerful data protection and
optimum scale-out storage.

OneXafe Converged Data Platform

VM

VM

VM

vCenter

Cloud Services

Virtual Environments

Primary Storage

Converged Secondary
with Data Protection Services
Physical Servers
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Features and Benefits
FEATURE

BENEFIT

Converged data platform

Unify data protection and scale-out storage for management simplicity and
reduced acquisition costs

Simplified licensing

Reduce cost with simple site licensing model

Object-based distributed
file system

Scale non-disruptively with zero configuration
• Add capacity granularly to accommodate dynamic growth
• Grow capacity on-demand with no upfront investments and
no fork-lift upgrades

Inline deduplication & compression

Achieve high data reduction rates resulting in smaller storage capacity
footprint, reducing overall TCO

Continuous data protection

Simple online recovery of previous versions of files from space-optimized
snapshots

Encryption at rest

Safeguard the data

Efficient multi-site replication

Implement cost-effective DR across multiple sites with 100% data integrity

SLA-driven workflow

Optimize workflow for SLA-driven data protection lifecycle
• Manage explosive growth in data and virtualized applications
• Set & forget policy for protection and management
• Global view of recovery points
• Single view to schedule/manage local backups, onsite/offsite replication,
retention schedules and DRaaS
• Proactive error detection and alerting
• Single workflow to protect and manage both physical and virtual
infrastructures
• SLA-oriented reporting and analytics

Reliable recovery & data integrity

• Best-in-class certified VSS integration for app-consistent data protection
• Automated, advanced reverification of backup images along with inflight
verification ensures
dependable backup images
• Smart retries, and self-healing repairs ensures service reliability
• Retained metadata for improved recovery experience
• Cold file access/recovery
• PKI-based encrypted channel communication for ensuring data integrity

Instant recovery

• Recover in Milliseconds using VirtualBoot intelligent read-ahead technology,
irrespective of the VM size
• Recover files/folders in seconds and entire systems in minutes
• Direct recovery to primary store means no Virtual Storage Motion and no
performance impact during
recovery

Flexible recovery

Recover to dissimilar hardware or virtual environments
• Ensures that recovery is timely & quick (v2v, p2p, v2p & p2v)
• Utilize resources at hand. No waiting for any specific resources
• Powerful host and on hand agent-based data protection, complete with
physical and virtual system
recovery

Integrated DRaaS

Ensure total business continuity with integrated DRaaS from StorageCraft
• Orchestrated, one-click virtual failover
• Self-service portal with no 3rd party intervention during recovery
• Replication and DR as a Service
• Seed/BMR drives and web download
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OneXafe
OneXafe
Models
Models
OneXafe
Models
Technical
Technical
Specifications
Specifications

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
System Input
System
Requirements
Input Requirements
Power Supply
Power Supply

4417

mid-size capacity

large-size capacity

100-240 V AC, 10.7 – 4.2A max
73 lb. (33.1
73kg)
lb. (33.1 kg)

Space Requirements
Space Requirements
(W x H x D)
(W x H x D)
Drive
Hard
TypeDrive Type
Power Hard
Supply
OperatingOperating
Temperature
Temperature
and Humidity
and Humidity
Cooling Cooling

17.08 x 1.68
17.08
x 29.74
x 1.68in.x (434.0
29.74 in.
x 42.8
(434.0
x 75.55
x 42.8mm);
x 75.55
for x4/x10
mm); for x4/x10
2.5" SATA2.5"
(6 Gb/s)
SATA /redundant
(6SAS
Gb/s)
(6 Gb/s
/ SASand
(6 Gb/s
12
Gb/s)
and 12 Gb/s)
Hot-pluggable,
750W
10°C tosupply
35°C
10°C(50°F
to 35°C
to 95°F)
(50°F to 95°F)
power
units

73 lb. (33.1 kg)

19 x 3.4 x 28.1 in. (482 x 86.8 x 715.5
2 xmm);
USB 3.0
2 x(front)
USB
3.0 (front)
2 rack
units

USB PortsUSB Ports

Hard Drive
Type
Electromagnetic
Electromagnetic
Emission Emission
and Compatibility
and Compatibility

Max Raw Max
Capacity
Raw Capacity

File Service
Protocols
Form Factor
Form
Factor

Gigabit Ethernet Ports
USB Ports

Eight variable-speed
Eight variable-speed
fans
fans

49
lb. 2.0,
(21.9
kg)
SMB (1.0,SMB
2.1,
(1.0,3.0);
2.0, NFS
2.1, 3.0);
v3 NFS v3
17.08 x 1.68 x 29.74 in. (434.0 x
3.0 (front)
USB
3.0 (front)
42.8 x 75.55USB
mm);
for
x4/x10

4 x 10GbE4 BASE-T
x 10GbEOR
BASE-T
4 x 10GbE
OR 4 SFP+
x 10GbE
andSFP+
2 x 25GbE
and 2 QSFP
x 25GbE
(optional)
QSFP (optional)

4 x 10GbE4 BASE-T
x 10GbEOR
BASE-T
4 x 10GbE
OR 4 SFP+
x 10GbE
2 x SFP+
25GbE2 QSFP
x 25GbE
(optional)
QSFP (optional)

iDRAC viaiDRAC
1GbE via
port1GbE port

iDRAC viaiDRAC
1GbE via
port1GbE port

3.5" SATA (6 Gb/s) / SAS (6 Gb/s and 12 FCC Class
2.5"
SATA
Gb/s)
/22/CISPR
SAS
(6
Gb/s
FCC
A, EN
Class
60950-1
A, EN(6
or
60950-1
EMC,
CISPR
or EMC,
CISPR 22/CISPR
24 and
EN
2455022/55024,
and EN 55022/55024,
EU, India,EU,
Ukraine
India,
RoHS
Ukraine
Directive
RoHS
Directive
2011/65/EU,
2011/65/EU,
EU REACH
EU REACH
Gb/s)
and
12
Gb/s)

FCC ClassFCC
A, EN
Class
55022
A, EN
Class
55022
A, EN
Class
61000-3-2/-3A, EN 61000-3-2/-33, CISPR 22
3, CISPR
Class A
22 Class A
Up to 12 xUp
3.5
toin.
12(front)
x 3.5 in. (front)

Up to 12 xUp
3.5
toin.
12(front)
x 3.5 in. (front)

+ 3 x 3.5to
in.
+ 395°F)
(mid)
x 3.5 in. (mid)
Operating Temperature and HumidityAll drives All
10° C to 35°C (50°F
aredrives
hot swappable
are hot swappable

Cooling

Hot-pluggable,
Hot-pluggable,
redundantredundant
750W power
750W
supply
power
units
supply units
49 lb. (21.9
lb. (21.9 kg)
100-240 V AC,
10.749kg)
–
4.2A max

19 x 3.4 x19
28.1
x 3.4
in. x(482
28.1x in.
86.8
(482
x 715.5
x 86.8mm);
x 715.5
2 rack
mm);
units
2 rack units

SMB (1.0,SMB
2.0, 2.1,
(1.0,3.0);
2.0, NFS
2.1, 3.0);
v3 NFS v3

Gigabit Ethernet
Gigabit Ports
Ethernet Ports
Space Requirements
(W x H x D)

5410 5410

5410

100-240 V
100-240
AC, 10.7V –
AC,
4.2A
10.7
max
– 4.2A max

3.5" SATA
3.5"
(6 Gb/s)
SATA
(6
/ SAS
Gb/s)
(6 Gb/s
/750W;
SASand
(6 Gb/s
12 Gb/s)
and 12 Gb/s)
Dual
output
power
output
voltages
10°+12V
C to 35°C
10°(75A),
C(50°F
to 35°C
to 95°F)
(50°F
to 95°F)(4A)
+5Vsb
Six variable-speed
Six variable-speed
fans
fans

WeightFile
(empty,
no disks)
Service
FileProtocols
Service Protocols

Drive Bays
Drive Bays

4417 4417

4412

100-240 V
100-240
AC, 10.7V –
AC,
4.2A
10.7
max
– 4.2A max

Dual output
Dual
power
output
750W;
power
output
750W;
voltages
output +12V
voltages
(75A),
+12V
+5Vsb
(75A),
(4A)
+5Vsb (4A)

SystemWeight
Input
Requirements
(empty,
Weight
no
(empty,
disks) no disks)

Remote Lights-Out
Remote Lights-Out
Management
Management

4412 4412

+ 4 x 3.5 in.
+ 4(rear)
x 3.5 in. (rear)
All drives All
aredrives
hot swappable
are hot swappable

10 x 2.5" drive
10 x 2.5"
slotsdrive slots

10°C toAll35°C
(50°F
drives All
are
drives
hot swappable
areto
hot 95°F)
swappable

Six variable-speed fans

Eight variable-speed fans

SMB (1.0,2U2.0, 2.1,
3.0); NFS v3
2U

SMB (1.0, 2.0, 2.1,
1U 3.0);
1U NFS v3

4 x 10GbE BASE-T or 4 x 10 GbE SFP+

4 x 10GbE BASE-T OR 4 x 10GbE
SFP+ 2 x 25GbE QSFP (optional)

2 x USB 3.0 (front)

USB 3.0 (front)

204 TB (17
204
disks
TB (17
rated
disks
at 12
rated
TB each)
at 12 TB each)
144 TB (12
144
disks
TB (12
rated
disks
at 12
rated
TB each)
at 12 TB each)

38 TB (1038
SSDs
TB (10
rated
SSDs
at 3.8
rated
TB at
each)
3.8 TB each)

Copyright ©2018
Copyright
StorageCraft
©2018 Technology
StorageCraftCorporation.
Technology All
Corporation.
rights reserved.
All rights reserved.
www.StorageCraft.com
OneXafe
www.StorageCraft.com
OneXafe
Converged
Converged
Secondary:
Secondary:
Data Sheet
Data Sheet
All brands and
All
product
brandsnames
and product
are trademarks
names areortrademarks
registered trademarks
or registeredoftrademarks
their respective
of their
owners.
respective
Item owners.
No: DOX0718EN
Item No: DOX0718EN

Remote Lights-Out Management
Electromagnetic Emission and
Compatibility

Drive Bays

Max Raw Capacity

Form Factor

10

iDRAC via 1GbE port

iDRAC via 1GbE port

FCC Class A, EN 55022 Class A, EN
61000-3-2/-3- 3, CISPR 22 Class A

FCC Class A, EN 60950-1 or
EMC, CISPR 22/CISPR 24 and EN
55022/55024, EU, India, Ukraine
RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU, EU
REACH

Up to 12 x 3.5 in.
(front)
All drives are hot
swappable

Up to 12 x 3.5 in.
(front)
+ 3 x 3.5 in. (mid)
+ 2 x 3.5 in. (rear)
All drives are hot
swappable

10 x 2.5" drive slots
All drives are hot swappable

144 TB (12 disks
rated at 12 TB each)

204 TB (17 disks
rated at 12 TB
each)

38 TB (10 SSDs rated at 3.8 TB
each)

2U

1U
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Protect
Backups
Offsite
in a Customisable
Cloud.
ReliableYour
Backup
and Disaster
Recovery
for Windows andDR
Linux
Systems
Part of the StorageCraft Recovery Solution™.

BACKUP

MANAGE

REPLICATE

RECOVER

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL

CLOUD

Introduction

Introduction
Local backups are typically sufficient to recover from most common disasters, but a site-wide disaster can

No two be
organizations
have
identical
IT environments
orbusiness
businessfailure.
needs,Unfortunately,
but what is consistent
across all still
organizations
the difference
between
business
continuity and
many organizations
large and
is the
need to
themselves
fromvolatile,
unplanned
downtime—both
everyday disruptions
do small
not have
an offsite
DRprotect
plan in place.
For today’s
fast-paced
technology landscape,
StorageCraftand major
disasters.
WithServices
demands
for 24/7
availability with
and data
growth
skyrocketing,
organization’s
to quickly
Cloud
enables
organizations
the ability
to recover
quicklyan
and
reliably whenability
a disaster
strikes recover its
mission-critical
systems
and
resume
normal
business
operations
is
crucial.
their site or internal systems.

The Need
The Need

Organizations
confidence
thatreally
theirmean,
entireand
ITwhy
environment—whether
it’s organizations
Windows or have
Linux, virtual or
So whatneed
doescomplete
offsite disaster
recovery
is it so important? Many
physical—is
fully
protected
and
can
be
reliably
recovered
in
minutes.
Since
you
never
know
what
resources
will be available
an onsite backup plan already in place. They take regularly scheduled backups and store those backups
to you ininaadisaster,
the
flexibility
to
be
able
to
recover
anywhere,
anytime,
every
single
time
is
unquestionably
vital.
secure data location at their facilities where they can quickly recover their data. But if a flood, fire,
earthquake, or any type of other unimaginable disaster should strike the business site, a local backup

The Solution
strategy most likely won’t help.

Fast, flexible recovery starts with a solid backup. StorageCraft® ShadowProtect® SPX is the cornerstone of the StorageCraft
Recovery
Solution™,
providing comprehensive backup protection, reliable recovery, and system migration in a single,
The
Solution
cross-platform solution that supports Windows and Linux systems on virtual and physical machines. How it works:
•
•
•
•
•

StorageCraft provides a highly customizable disaster recovery cloud that you can manage through an easy®
selfservice SPX
onlineon
portal.
With StorageCraft
Cloud Services™
youprotect.
can tailor
your
coverage
meet captures
Installto-use,
ShadowProtect
any server,
desktop or laptop
you wish to
SPX
quickly
and to
efficiently
your unique
requirements
while
enjoying
access
to data anytime,
instant
failover in
your entire
systemrecovery
including
the operating
system
(OS),
applications,
settings,anywhere,
services, with
and your
data.
a secure purpose built cloud specifically for disaster recovery.
Take regularly scheduled backups as often as every 15 minutes. Create custom full and incremental backup schedules
Cloud Services combines low setup, management, and overhead costs with high flexibility
to bestStorageCraft
fit your needs.
to meet your offsite disaster recovery needs. Choose from three Service Levels tailored to fit your needs.
Choose
where tooption
store your
backup
Write backup
to any internal,
removable,
or network
storage
Whichever
is right
for you,files.
the important
thingimages
is protecting
and securing
your backups
offsite,
and locations.
Easilyhaving
monitor
and manage
Windows
Linuxyour
backup
jobsisinsafe
theand
same
SPXshould
user interface
or through the
the peace
of mindyour
that comes
fromand
knowing
business
secure
a catastrophic
web-based
management
disaster
occur. Withconsole
storage StorageCraft
pooling, each ShadowControl®.
machine's allotted data storage of 1 TB will now be pooled across
all machines
withinmultiple
your account
for atogiven
service
level.and
Youoffsite
have the
to make
the switch
or remainor specific
Rest assured
you have
options
recover
onsite
in option
minutes.
Recover
entire systems
with
your
existing
model.
files and folders—all from the same backup image.

Capability Overview
StorageCraft Cloud Services comes in three simple Service Levels: Cloud Basic, Cloud Plus, and Cloud
Premium services. Utilize the pre-configured retention settings, or customize your own to best meet your
recovery point objectives (RPOs). You only pay for the recovery points you need in the cloud while having as
many recovery points as you’d like onsite.
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RETENTION SETTINGS

CUSTOMIZE

3 daily recovery points
2 weekly recovery points

Customize by adding more
daily, weekly, or monthly
recovery points

Cloud Basic
Secure offsite storage of your critical
business backups with full system restore
via a bare metal restore (BMR) drive

Cloud +
Everything in Cloud Basic, plus immediate
file and folder recovery from the cloud

Cloud Premium
Everything in Cloud Plus, as well as instant
virtualization of your systems and data in
the cloud

Features and Benefits
FEATURE

BENEFIT

Fault Tolerance

Highly distributed and fault-tolerant disaster recovery cloud with 99.999%
uptime. StorageCraft Cloud Services is monitored and managed 24/7/365
by the StorageCraft Network Operations Center, ensuring anytime, anywhere
access to your cloud data.

Security and Redundancy

Built using enterprise-grade hardware and software redundancy architecture.
In addition to redundant firewalls, our datacenters also meet or exceed
Telecommunications Infrastructure Standards (TIA-942) and Tier 3 data
center requirements.

Customisable

Select the Service Level that best meets your needs, and utilize the preconfigured retention settings, or customize your own to best meet your
recovery point needs.

Account Alerts

Set individual account alerts to notify you when uploads become inactive, or
data growth exceeds established thresholds. Set alerts to notify you when
new machines are added or deleted, or virtual machines are running. Set
alerts to notify you of Seed and BMR drive request updates. Visually track the
seed and BMR drive request status.

Account Permissions

Set account permissions to allow clients to access files, folders, or entire
systems directly from the cloud portal.

Advanced Networking Support

In addition to customizing recovery network firewalls, you can update your
recovery networks through OpenVPN or IPsec to enable site-to-site, singleuser, or entire organization virtual private network (VPN) connections.
Advanced networking features include:
•
Port forwarding • Port blocking • Network control options such as DHCP
•
Independent and isolated recovery networks • Static public and private IP
address reservations
•
Dynamic private IP address available at the time of a disaster
•
Flexible and custom VPN configurations

Self-Service Cloud Portal

Access data and systems anytime, anywhere, every time with the
StorageCraft MSP Portal, which includes a powerful dashboard showing the
status of all accounts, machines, seed drives, BMR drives, virtual machines,
and account space used. Download entire image recovery file with no size
limits or hidden costs.
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Introduction

Introduction

Organizations understand that they need to protect their most important asset, their data. In today’s world

No two data
organizations
have identical
IT environments
or business
needs,
but in
what
is consistent
all organizations
can be anywhere.
It may reside
in an organization’s
physical
server,
a virtual
server inacross
the cloud,
or
large and
small
is
the
need
to
protect
themselves
from
unplanned
downtime—both
everyday
disruptions
it can even reside in both at the same time. Critical data needs to be protected and available whether it’s and major
disasters.
With locally
demands
24/7
availability
and
data365®
growth
skyrocketing,
an organization’s
to quickly
hosted
or infor
the
cloud.
Microsoft
Office
provides
significant
advantages to ability
organizations
of recover its
mission-critical
systems
and
resume
normal
business
operations
is
crucial.
all sizes. However, this SaaS version of Microsoft’s flagship productivity application, which stores files and
data in the cloud, demands the same high level of data backup and recovery function as its on-premise

The Need
version.

Organizations need complete confidence that their entire IT environment—whether it’s Windows or Linux, virtual or
physical—is fully protected and can be reliably recovered in minutes. Since you never know what resources will be available
Needthe flexibility to be able to recover anywhere, anytime, every single time is unquestionably vital.
to you inThe
a disaster,
Since SaaS applications exist in the cloud many organizations and individuals believe that their valuable

The Solution
data is automatically protected and available. Microsoft Office 365 does provide a basic level of protection,
but recommends
thatwith
youaregularly
backup
your contentShadowProtect®
and data that you
store
on cornerstone
their services.of the StorageCraft
Fast, flexible
recovery starts
solid backup.
StorageCraft®
SPX
is the
Customer
data
must
be
Recovery Solution™, providing comprehensive backup protection, reliable recovery, and system migration in a single,
cross-platform
solution
that
supports
Windows
and
Linux
on virtual and physical machines. How it works:
•
Safe
from the
most
common
cause of
data
loss,systems
user errors
•

Recoverable from data loss due to system errors

• Install ShadowProtect SPX on any server, desktop or laptop you wish to protect. SPX quickly and efficiently captures
•
Available
longer than
a short
30-day
window
your entire
system including
the
operating
system
(OS), applications, settings, services, and your data.
•
Protected
againstbackups
internal as
and
external
threats
• Take regularly
scheduled
often
as every
15 minutes. Create custom full and incremental backup schedules
to best• fit your
needs.
Available when needed in the proper format

• Choose where to store your backup files. Write backup images to any internal, removable, or network storage locations.
• Easily monitor and manage your Windows and Linux backup jobs in the same SPX user interface or through the
Office 365 users need to make sure that they have these additional levels of protection and accessibility in
web-based management console StorageCraft ShadowControl®.
order to meet basic organizational needs.

• Rest assured you have multiple options to recover onsite and offsite in minutes. Recover entire systems or specific
The
Solutionfrom the same backup image.
files and
folders—all
To meet this critical need for cloud-based protection, StorageCraft® Cloud Backup™ for Office 365 provides
a flexible, simple solution for the protection, management and recovery of Office 365 data. It is protected,
encrypted and made available through an intuitive, web-based interface. Users can quickly recover a file, a
folder, or account data easily in its original format.
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The Coverage
StorageCraft Cloud Backup for Office 365 provides protection for:
•

Exchange
Email activities and Exchange data (mail, contacts, and calendar) with unlimited retention

•

OneDrive for Business
Data saved for multiple revisions , edits and versions

•

SharePoint®
Protection of SharePoint document libraries

•

Public shared folders
Availability of data that is in use in public shared folders across user defined time periods

•

Teams information
Proteciton of Teams chats, conversations, and documents shared through Microsoft Teams

Features and Benefits
FEATURE

BENEFIT

Accessibility

Service is available through an Internet-connected device

Protection of Backup Data

Data is protected by state-of-the-art compression, encryption in SAS
70-certified centers

Efficiency & Reliability

Users can restore a document, a folder, or all content without deleting or
overwriting files

Fast Recovery

Files or folders can be identified, restored and downloaded immediately

User Transparency

Data additions or changes are identified automatically and backed up without
user intervention

Ease of Use

All backup and recovery controls are menu-driven, intuitive, and complete

Best Use of Resources

Lower IT costs: no hardware overhead, no worries about updates

Flexibility & Scalability

Easy to adjust to the changing demands of systems or users
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Introduction
No two organizations have identical IT environments or business needs, but what is consistent across all

No two organizations
organizationslarge
haveand
identical
environments
or themselves
business needs,
what isdowntime—both
consistent across
all organizations
small isITthe
need to protect
from but
unplanned
everyday
large and
small
is
the
need
to
protect
themselves
from
unplanned
downtime—both
everyday
disruptions
and major
disruptions and major disasters. With demands for 24/7 availability and data growth skyrocketing, an
disasters.
With
demands
for
24/7
availability
and
data
growth
skyrocketing,
an
organization’s
ability
to
quickly
organization’s ability to quickly recover its mission-critical systems and resume normal business operationsrecover its
mission-critical
systems and resume normal business operations is crucial.
is crucial.

The Need

The Need

Organizations need complete confidence that their entire IT environment—whether it’s Windows or Linux, virtual or
Organizations
need complete
that theirin
entire
IT environment—whether
it’swhat
Windows
or Linux,
physical—is
fully protected
and can beconfidence
reliably recovered
minutes.
Since you never know
resources
will be available
virtual
or
physical—is
fully
protected
and
can
be
reliably
recovered
in
minutes.
Since
you
never
know
what vital.
to you in a disaster, the flexibility to be able to recover anywhere, anytime, every single time is unquestionably

The

resources will be available to you in a disaster, the flexibility to be able to recover anywhere, anytime, every
single time is unquestionably vital.
Solution

Fast, flexible recovery starts with a solid backup. StorageCraft® ShadowProtect® SPX is the cornerstone of the StorageCraft
The
Solution
Recovery
Solution™,
providing comprehensive backup protection, reliable recovery, and system migration in a single,
cross-platform
solution
that supports
Windows
and Linux
systems onShadowProtect®
virtual and physical
How it works:
Fast, flexible recovery
starts with
a solid backup.
StorageCraft®
SPXmachines.
is the cornerstone
of the StorageCraft Recovery Solution™, providing comprehensive backup protection, reliable recovery, and

• Installsystem
ShadowProtect
SPX
on any
server, desktop
or laptop
you wishWindows
to protect.
quickly
andon
efficiently
migration in
a single,
cross-platform
solution
that supports
andSPX
Linux
systems
virtual captures
your entire
system
including
the
operating
system
(OS),
applications,
settings,
services,
and
your
data.
and physical machines. How it works:

• Take regularly
backups
as every
15 minutes.
Create
custom
full and
incremental
•
Installscheduled
ShadowProtect
SPXas
onoften
any server,
desktop
or laptop
you wish
to protect.
SPX
quickly andbackup schedules
to best fit efficiently
your needs.
captures your entire system including the operating system (OS), applications, settings,

• Choose where
to store
backup files. Write backup images to any internal, removable, or network storage locations.
services,
and your
your data.
• Easily• monitor
and manage
yourbackups
Windows
and Linux
backup
jobs in
the same
SPX
or through the
Take regularly
scheduled
as often
as every
15 minutes.
Create
custom
fulluser
and interface
incremental
web-basedbackup
management
console
StorageCraft
ShadowControl®.
schedules
to best
fit your needs.
• Rest assured
youwhere
have multiple
options
tofiles.
recover
onsite
and
offsitetoinany
minutes.
entire
systems or specific
•
Choose
to store your
backup
Write
backup
images
internal, Recover
removable,
or network
files and folders—all
from the same backup image.
storage locations.
•

Easily monitor and manage your Windows and Linux backup jobs in the same SPX user interface or
through the web-based management console StorageCraft ShadowControl®.

•

Rest assured you have multiple options to recover onsite and offsite in minutes. Recover entire systems
or specific files and folders—all from the same backup image.
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Features and Benefits
FEATURE

BENEFIT

Image-Based Backups

Monitors data at the sector level and tracks only the changed blocks in each
sector. Applicationawareness ensures transactionally-consistent backups of
Exchange, SQL, and SharePoint. Fully supports VSS and proprietary kernellevel drivers for a fast and solid backup.

Full System Recovery

Recover complete systems in minutes.

File and Folder Recovery

Recover individual files and folders in seconds, without needing to restore the
entire system.

StorageCraft VirtualBoot™ technology

Rapidly boot any backup image as a guest VM through our integration
with Oracle VirtualBox; or directly on a Microsoft Hyper-V host when using
Windows Server 2012 R2; or directly on a VMware ESXi host in a VMware
vSphere cluster. Opt to permanently migrate a physical system or VM to an
ESXi host in a VMware vSphere cluster.

StorageCraft Recovery Environment

Recover to the same physical or virtual environment with this powerful yet
easy-to-use pre-OS bootable environment.

StorageCraft Hardware Independent
Restore™ technology

Recover to dissimilar hardware or a different hypervisor environment with
Hardware Independent Restore for Windows systems and boot repair for
Linux systems.

Bare Metal Restore

Perform a bare metal recovery quickly and easily.

Image Conversion

Convert an SPX backup image to a .VHD, .VMDK, or .VHDX file for migration or
restoration to a VM.

Intuitive User Interface

Mount a volume, restore a volume, verify a backup image, or use VirtualBoot
through the patented job timeline and image chain browser.

OS Support

Supports a broad range of Windows operating systems, as well as Linux
distributions and kernel versions.

Broad Hypervisor Support

Supports guests running on a wide range of hypervisor platforms including
VMware ESX/ESXi, Microsoft Hyper-V, Citrix XenServer, Linux KVM, and more.

Flexible Licensing Options

•
•
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Per-system and per-socket
Perpetual, annual subscription, or MSP monthly subscription
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Introduction

Introduction

Organizations are constantly working to find better ways to back up and protect their most important asset,

No two their
organizations
identical
IT environments
needs, itbut
whatand
is consistent
all organizations
data. Whenhave
a disaster
happens,
they need toor
bebusiness
able to retrieve
quickly
completely.across
Even though
large and
small
is
the
need
to
protect
themselves
from
unplanned
downtime—both
everyday
disruptions
the cost of storage has been moving downward, the amount of data that needs to be stored and efficientlyand major
disasters.
With demands for 24/7 availability and data growth skyrocketing, an organization’s ability to quickly recover its
managed is increasing at an exponential rate. Gaining backup and recovery efficiencies is critical.
mission-critical systems and resume normal business operations is crucial.

The Need
The Need

Many organizations back up all the data on every computer without regard to the data’s relevance or need.

Organizations need complete confidence that their entire IT environment—whether it’s Windows or Linux, virtual or
A company’s backups could include as much as 30% irrelevant and unnecessary data. This could be 40
physical—is
fully protected and can be reliably recovered in minutes. Since you never know what resources will be available
of thethe
same
file or large
files and
applications
that are
no single
longer time
in use.
the searchvital.
to you incopies
a disaster,
flexibility
to befolders
able tofor
recover
anywhere,
anytime,
every
is When
unquestionably
and restore process includes sifting through myriad pictures and duplicate and unused files, the challenge of
retrieving only the critical data is compounded. Since not all data is equal, if organizations could differentiate
The Solution
between what data is critical and what is not, they would have the foundation for efficient, cost-effective
Fast, flexible
recovery
starts with a solid backup. StorageCraft® ShadowProtect® SPX is the cornerstone of the StorageCraft
backup
and recovery.

Recovery Solution™, providing comprehensive backup protection, reliable recovery, and system migration in a single,
cross-platform solution that supports Windows and Linux systems on virtual and physical machines. How it works:

The Solution

Data SPX
Analytics
- File
Baseddesktop
Backup or
is different
from
other
backup
and and
recovery
• InstallStorageCraft
ShadowProtect
on any
server,
laptop you
wish
to file-based
protect. SPX
quickly
efficiently captures
products
on the
market. the
It expands
the system
StorageCraft
Solution
through
an intelligent
data
analysis
your entire
system
including
operating
(OS), Recovery
applications,
settings,
services,
and your
data.
that recognizes the files on a computer that are critical and those that are not. This maximizes control,

• Take regularly scheduled backups as often as every 15 minutes. Create custom full and incremental backup schedules
unnecessary backup and allows for faster recall and recovery of critical data when the need
to bestminimizes
fit your needs.
arises. This next-generation approach to intelligent tiered data architecture provides a forward-thinking data

• Choose
whereprocess
to storefor
your
backup files.
Write
backup images to any internal, removable, or network storage locations.
backup
organizations
of all
sizes.
• Easily monitor and manage your Windows and Linux backup jobs in the same SPX user interface or through the
web-based management console StorageCraft ShadowControl®.

The Key to Our Solution – The StorageCraft Backup Analyser

• Rest assured
you haveBackup
multiple
options
recover
onsitethat
andprovides
offsite in
entire
systems
The StorageCraft
Analyser
is atoweb
application
anminutes.
intelligentRecover
review and
analysis
of or specific
files and
folders—all
from
the
same
backup
image.
the data on a computer. It decides what data is backed up and what is excluded. The Backup Analyzer does
analysis and configuration without needing to interrupt users, and it doesn’t even require their computers
to be on. It quickly separates the data into categories of what to protect, what to exclude, and a third very
important category of “Unaddressed Files.” These unaddressed files are often the diamonds in rough. Once
discovered, an additional rule can be defined and it can be applied on the fly to the computer wherever it is
located. These additional rules can be applied to some or all computers under management by StorageCraft
File Based Backup in one step.
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StorageCraft Manage AnywhereTM Dashboard
Direct all function for both file and image-based backups from one web-based utility with our Manage
AnywhereTM dashboard. With it, you can apply backup configuration templates to a single computer or
thousands all at once with the click of a button. Make these adjustments in the cloud, with the changes
automatically being applied on the local computer. It can install a single backup license or deploy the
solution to hundreds of computers at once by utilizing automated Windows installation scripts generated in
the dashboard and deployed via one of the partner RMM applications.

Backing Up All Critical Data on Laptops and Remote Computers
StorageCraft Data Analytics - File Based Backup makes it easy and efficient to back up critical organisational
data that is stored on laptops and home computers that are not regularly backed up to protected servers.
This solution also makes it easy for these users to find and recover individual files and folders from the
intuitive web-based interface.

Management:
•

Intuitive web-based console that manages the whole process: installation, configuration, and monitoring
of remote backups.

•

Set up backup policies and templates quickly and easily: create, distribute and update policies to one
computer or to thousands of computers with just a few clicks.

•

Deliver value-added services to your customers: show your customers the significance of your backup
service by providing regular reporting and recovery testing.

Analytics
•

Discover what data is critical: automatically identify what data is essential for a business to back up.

•

Suggestive technology built-in: distinguish between what data needs to be backed up and what data
should be excluded and provide recommendations on what might be important for the customer.

•

Reduce storage consumption: avoid backing up non-critical data and storing it unnecessarily.

Data Backup:
•

Fast backup of data: efficiently and reliably back up mobile and remote users for quick recovery.

•

Complete data integrity: back up files even while they are in use or locked. Access unlimited file
revisions ensuring customers can recover from any previous version of their data.

•

Data security guaranteed: data is encrypted, compressed and stored in a T3 Data Center with 99.999%
uptime guaranteed.

Data Recovery:
•

Fast recovery with data analytics: quickly and efficiently identify, sift, manage, monitor and recover
company’s critical files.

•

File and folder recovery: recover individual files and folders from an easy to use Windows interface.
Restore from previous revisions of files that were inadvertently deleted.

•

Backup unprotected machines: enable backup and recovery of critical business data on machines that
were not previously protected.
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Features and Benefits
FEATURE

BENEFIT

Security

This product is SOC 2 Type II security audited and data is transmitted and
stored in an encrypted format

Protection of Backup Data

Data is protected by state-of-the-art compression and encryption in SAS
70-certified centers

Bandwidth Throttling

Prevent slowdowns in user’s day to day activity by throttling the bandwidth
allotted to the backups

Multiple revisions

Store a custom number of revisions of backed up files so clients can access
older versions of their data. Only changed data blocks are uploaded for new
revisions for efficient transfer

Open file backup

The software will back up files even if they are in use or locked by the user,
protecting even their most frequently used and edited data

HIPAA compliance requirements

This product meets HIPAA requirements for backup protection of ePHI

Management Console

The Manage Anywhere™ dashboard, makes it easy to license, install, configure
and monitor all customer backup accounts from one central location

Monitoring and Reports

This powerful and customisable reporting engine helps reinforce your
relationship with your customers by providing you with an easy way to show
the value of the backup service you provide
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Introduction

Introduction

Data growth continues at an astounding rate. Forbes magazine recently reported that “More data has been

No two created
organizations
havetwo
identical
IT environments
or business
needs,
whatrace.”
is consistent
across
all organizations
in the past
years than
in the entire previous
history
of thebut
human
This not only
shows
the
large and
small
is
the
need
to
protect
themselves
from
unplanned
downtime—both
everyday
disruptions
immense amount of data we create and consume, but also the exponential growth rate of data year over and major
disasters. With demands for 24/7 availability and data growth skyrocketing, an organization’s ability to quickly recover its
year. In today’s high-tech world, data is the life blood of any organization. Those who are able to protect,
mission-critical systems and resume normal business operations is crucial.
access and manage their data will be the ones best equipped to succeed long into the future.

The Need

The Need
Organizations
need complete confidence that their entire IT environment—whether it’s Windows or Linux, virtual or
physical—is
fullytoprotected
can
be reliably
recoverednot
in minutes.
you never
know what
resources
will be available
In order
mitigate aand
data
disaster,
organizations
only needSince
to maintain
an effective
backup
solution,
to you inthey
a disaster,
the
flexibility
to
be
able
to
recover
anywhere,
anytime,
every
single
time
is
unquestionably
also need to carefully manage their vital backup images. They need to direct where their backups are vital.
stored, how long they are preserved, and how often they are updated. They need to be able to verify that

The Solution
each backup completed successfully, and that each backup is accessible at a moment’s notice, in the proper
format.
Fast, flexible
recovery starts with a solid backup. StorageCraft® ShadowProtect® SPX is the cornerstone of the StorageCraft
Recovery Solution™, providing comprehensive backup protection, reliable recovery, and system migration in a single,
cross-platform solution that supports Windows and Linux systems on virtual and physical machines. How it works:

The Solution

• InstallStorageCraft
ShadowProtect
SPX on anymeets
server,the
desktop
orcomplete
laptop you
wish image
to protect.
SPX quickly
efficiently captures
ImageManager™
need for
backup
management.
It is and
seamlessly
your entire
system
including
the
operating
system
services,
and
your
data.
® (OS), applications, settings,
®
integrated with StorageCraft ShadowProtect SPX and ShadowProtect 5 to provide a powerful yet easy• Take regularly
scheduled
backups
as often
as every 15 minutes.
Create
custom
full files
and incremental
to-use image
management
solution.
It consolidates
and collapses
backup
image
and lets usersbackup
set schedules
to bestupfitretention
your needs.
policies to help save valuable storage space. It also replicates backup image files to an offsite
location
controlling
and reporting
backbackup
each step
of the
This removable,
allows for aor
quick
and complete
• Choose
wherewhile
to store
your backup
files. Write
images
to process.
any internal,
network
storage locations.
recovery from any disaster, large or small.

• Easily monitor and manage your Windows and Linux backup jobs in the same SPX user interface or through the
web-based management console StorageCraft ShadowControl®.
• Rest assured
you have
multiple options to recover onsite and offsite in minutes. Recover entire systems or specific
Capability
Overview
files and folders—all from the same backup image.
Verification: Users can configure image verification to occur daily, weekly, or monthly; automatically verifying
the integrity of the backup image files and chains through MD5 validation. They can define how frequently
the image files are verified and re-verified. Finally, users can setup an advanced verification by automatically
booting into a virtual environment, following which, they receive an email with an attached screenshot of the
System Login Screen showing success or failure.
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Consolidation: Users can reduce restoration time and the risk of backup-file corruption by automatically
consolidating continuous-incremental backup image files, which can be consolidated into daily, weekly, and
monthly files to reduce the length of the backup image chain. They can roll up multiple monthly consolidated
files to further shorten the process.
Premium Features: StorageCraft ImageManager allows users to replicate encrypted backup image files
to the StorageCraft Cloud (with a StorageCraft Cloud Services™ account) StorageCraft ShadowStream®
technology accelerates file transfer speeds up to five times faster than traditional FTP protocols, to a private
or public cloud, remote offsite storage location, or even a co-location facility.
Retention and Recovery: Users can minimize storage space for backups by managing the retention policies
for continuous incremental and consolidated backup image files. They can also manage backup image file
cleanup for all managed folders on a network through global retention policies. Users have the flexibility
to set different retention policies for backup images replicated locally versus replicated offsite. Users can
recover in minutes by pre-staging their local backups into a virtual or other machine for standby failover.

Features and Benefits
FEATURE

BENEFIT

Offsite Replication

StorageCraft intelligentFTP® technology enables you to transfer only the
files you choose to your designated offsite location. Users can transfer every
incremental file or just a single, collapsed daily file

StorageCraft Cloud Replication

Replicate backup images safely and securely to the StorageCraft Cloud
directly from StorageCraft ImageManager

Rapid Recovery

Recover in minutes with StorageCraft HeadStart Restore® technology by
pre-staging your local backups into a VMWare or Microsoft Hyper-V virtual
machine for standby failover. The standby volume stay up to date because
StorageCraft ImageManager populates each incremental backup into the
virtual server

Advanced Image Verification

Automatically boot each backup image using StorageCraft VirtualBoot™
technology and capture a screenshot of the machines login screen for
delivery as an email alert

Standard image Verification

Each image file is automatically verified for integrity at time of creation and
can be scheduled for reverification to ensure continued recoverability

Image Collapse and Consolidation

Streamline backup image management by collapsing and consolidating daily,
weekly, and monthly backups

Backup Store Management

A single managed folder can automatically apply policy settings to each of
its subfolders, allowing subfolders to inherit the settings of the parent backup
store
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Introduction
Every day we create, review, and correlate data. It is structured and unstructured, text and numbers. This
a growing
changing river.
organizations
individualsacross
feel that
No two organisational
organizations data
haveisidentical
ITand
environments
or Sometimes
business needs,
but what and
is consistent
all they
organizations
large and
small
is
the
need
to
protect
themselves
from
unplanned
downtime—both
everyday
disruptions
are drowning in it, or at the very least swimming against the current. And while many companies may offerand
a major
disasters.
With
demands
for
24/7
availability
and
data
growth
skyrocketing,
an
organization’s
ability
to
quickly
recover
its
rope or life preserver to help navigate today’s growing river of data, what organizations really need is a series
mission-critical
systems
and
resume
normal
business
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is
crucial.
of flood control gates and a boat.

The Need

The Need

Organizations need complete confidence that their entire IT environment—whether it’s Windows or Linux, virtual or
The average
worker expects
their needed
datain
should
be available
tonever
them know
at all times,
from any will be available
physical—is
fully protected
and can that
be reliably
recovered
minutes.
Since you
what resources
andthe
in the
proper format.
It’sto
notrecover
an easyanywhere,
task to provide
this every
level of
service.
have vital.
to you inlocation,
a disaster,
flexibility
to be able
anytime,
single
timeOrganizations
is unquestionably
come to rely on backup and recovery systems to provide data protection and availability, but this usually

means managing the operations for dozens, hundreds, or thousands of Windows and Linux systems. Given
The Solution

these systems are often spread across multiple clients or sites, how can IT administrators properly manage

Fast, flexible recovery starts with a solid backup. StorageCraft® ShadowProtect® SPX is the cornerstone of the StorageCraft
their
ongoing data
protection
and management
effectively?
Recovery
Solution™,
providing
comprehensive
backupoperations
protection,
reliable recovery, and system migration in a single,
cross-platform solution that supports Windows and Linux systems on virtual and physical machines. How it works:

The Solution

• Install ShadowProtect SPX on any server, desktop or laptop you wish to protect. SPX quickly and efficiently captures
®
your entire
system® including
the operating
systemremote
(OS), monitoring
applications,
services,
and your
data.
StorageCraft
ShadowControl
is a powerful
andsettings,
management
solution
for the
awardwinning StorageCraft
ShadowProtect
SPX and
StorageCraft
ImageManager™
backup
and schedules
• Take regularly
scheduled backups
as often, ShadowProtect
as every 15 minutes.
Create
custom full
and incremental
backup
disaster
recovery
solutions.
With
complete
visibility,
users
gain
peace
of
mind
knowing
their
backup
jobs
are
to best fit your needs.
®

running smoothly and that they can quickly troubleshoot and remedy issues before business continuity is
compromised. Additionally, they can push installs of the latest ShadowProtect or SPX clients to unprotected
• EasilyWindows
monitororand
manage
yourquickly
Windows
and Linux
jobs in the same
SPX userconsole.
interface or through the
Linux
endpoints
and easily,
all frombackup
the ShadowControl
management

• Choose where to store your backup files. Write backup images to any internal, removable, or network storage locations.
web-based management console StorageCraft ShadowControl®.

• Rest assured you have multiple options to recover onsite and offsite in minutes. Recover entire systems or specific
Capability
Overview
files and
folders—all
from the same backup image.
Management from a Single Console: From a single web-based console ShadowControl manages
StorageCraft ShadowProtect, SPX, and StorageCraft ImageManager on endpoints across the entire managed
network, from individual sites to multiple disparate locations. Views include endpoint type, license status, and
backup jobs status. Console driven actions include job setup, agent deployment, and license generation.
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Reports and Alerts: Administrators can set alerts to notify of a change in endpoint status. Rules can be
applied to all endpoints or user defined rules can be applied to specific endpoints. Users can also schedule
and receive daily, weekly, or monthly status reports on endpoints, the entire environment, or environment
subsets.
Push Installation and License Management: ShadowControl quickly and easily pushes the latest installs
out to unprotected Windows or Linux endpoints. This includes discovery, push installation, and license
activations. Perpetual license product keys or MSP product keys can also be applied to launch automatic
license activation.
Policy-based Backup Management: ShadowControl allows users to create a single backup policy that can be
assigned to multiple SPX endpoints, to a single machine, or a group of machines. With the free StorageCraft
Plug-in, ShadowControl also integrates directly into hypervisor management tools such as VMware vCenter
or Microsoft System Center, allowing backups to be managed and monitored directly from the hypervisor
management console itself.

Features and Benefits
FEATURE

BENEFIT

Single Console Operation

A global view of all protected endpoints is provided from a single, web-based
console, which monitors backup jobs, deploys agents, activates licenses, and
generates reports
Summarizes endpoint data and allows users to drill down to find details , such
as endpoint type, license status, managed folders, and backup jobs
Administrators can choose to use a .CSV list of IP addresses for discovery of
physical and virtual endpoints.
Administrator can organize endpoints into logical categories and
subcategories based on company or department name, physical location,
hardware type, reporting needs, or other shared traits for easier oversight.
Quickly and easily pushes out installs of the latest SPX or ShadowProtect
versions to multiple unprotected Windows and Linux endpoints. Enables
automatic license activation of newly installed agents.
Allows the creation of a single backup policy that can then be assigned
to multiple SPX endpoints at once, to a single machine or to a group of
machines. A default job can be assigned to automatically execute backup job
configurations.
Can define specific rules to trigger email alerts when a change in status
occurs for each endpoint (Good, Warning, or Critical). Users may choose to
apply single rules to all endpoints or define multiple “rule policies” assigned to
endpoints based on any specific criteria
Users can also feed ShadowControl alerts directly into a system management
tool with IT Service Management (ITSM)—this lets you generate a notification
email either when an endpoint status changes or anytime a ShadowControl
alert triggers.
VMware vCenter and Microsoft System Center users can tightly integrate
ShadowControl directly into their virtual environments to manage and monitor
backups directly from the hypervisor management console. One click can
transition to the ShadowControl console when more detailed information is
needed.
Users can schedule and receive daily, weekly, or monthly status reports on
individual endpoints, the entire environment, or a subset of the environment.
This includes endpoint details as well as storage statistics.
ShadowControl supports the same Windows operating systems and Linux
distributions that are supported by ShadowProtect and SPX.

Remote Endpoint Monitoring
CSV-based Discovery
Remote Endpoint Organisation

Push Installation

Backup Policy Management

Configurable Alerts

Alerts with ITSM

Hypervisor Integration

Customisable Reporting

OS Support
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Best-in-Class Granular Search and Recovery for Microsoft
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Emailand
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Mailboxes,
Folders,
and
Reliable Backup
Disaster Recovery
for Windows
andContact,
Linux Systems
Calendar Information.

BACKUP

MANAGE

REPLICATE

RECOVER

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL

CLOUD

Introduction
Introduction
reliable way
to manage emails,
calendars,
folders,
etc. In fact,across
much of
No two Organizations
organizationsneed
haveaidentical
IT environments
or business
needs,
butcontacts,
what is consistent
allan
organizations
organization’s
between employees,
customers,
and partners takes
place through
email.and major
large and
small is thecritical
need information
to protect themselves
from unplanned
downtime—both
everyday
disruptions
disasters.
With demands
forhas
24/7proven
availability
anddominant
data growth
skyrocketing,
organization’s
ability
to quickly
Microsoft
Exchange
to be the
global
leader in thean
on-premise
corporate
email
market.recover its
mission-critical
systems
and
resume
normal
business
operations
is
crucial.
Whether you use Microsoft Exchange or not, it has become the heart of communication in organizations
both large and small.

The Need

Organizations need complete confidence that their entire IT environment—whether it’s Windows or Linux, virtual or
Thefully
Need
physical—is
protected and can be reliably recovered in minutes. Since you never know what resources will be available
to you inUnfortunately,
a disaster, the
flexibility
to beExchange
able to recover
anytime,
every single
timeInistoday’s
unquestionably
not
all Microsoft
Serversanywhere,
are managed
or maintained
equally.
fast-pacedvital.
business world, users can’t afford delays in communication or the inability to retrieve critical information

The Solution
when they need it most. And for those who accidentally delete an email, or just can’t seem to find that

Fast, flexible
recoveryemail
startsfrom
witha amonth
solid backup.
StorageCraft®
ShadowProtect®
is the cornerstone
of the
StorageCraft
all-important
or so ago,
it can be extremely
costly andSPX
inefficient
to the business
if the
Recovery
Solution™,
providing
comprehensive
backup
protection,
reliable
recovery,
and
system
migration
in a single,
proper tools are not already in place to help recover quickly and easily under these scenarios.
cross-platform solution that supports Windows and Linux systems on virtual and physical machines. How it works:
• InstallThe
ShadowProtect
Solution SPX on any server, desktop or laptop you wish to protect. SPX quickly and efficiently captures
your entire system including the operating system (OS), applications, settings, services, and your data.
By adding award-winning StorageCraft® Granular Recovery for Exchange to backup and recovery tools

• Take regularly scheduled backups as often as every 15 minutes. Create custom full and incremental backup schedules
already in place, administrators and service providers can perform complete granular search and recovery
to best fit your needs.
capabilities for Microsoft Exchange at the click of a button. StorageCraft Granular Recovery for Exchange

• Choose where to store your backup files. Write backup images to any internal, removable, or network storage locations.
allows administrators to quickly recover individual email messages, mailboxes, attachments, or even

• Easilymultiple
monitor
and manage
your
anddatabase
Linux backup
jobsThe
in easy-to-use
the same SPX
user interface
or through the
mailboxes
directly
fromWindows
an Exchange
(EDB) file.
interface
enables an
web-based management console StorageCraft ShadowControl®.
administrator to recover from an Exchange backup to a production Exchange server or PST file in minutes.

• Rest assured
havenavigate
multiple
recoverand
onsite
and
offsite in minutes.
Recover
or specific
They canyou
quickly
to options
a specifictomailbox
simply
drag-and-drop
the entire
mailboxentire
to thesystems
end
files and
folders—all
from
the
same
backup
image.
user’s production environment, or recover individual email messages, attachments, or other mailbox items
as needed.
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Capability Overview
Email Search: StorageCraft Granular Recovery for Exchange is a powerful search tool that allows
administrators to search mailboxes and email messages based on criteria they specify, directly from an
EDB file. Search the Exchange database for specific keywords, or use the Advanced Search option to search
based on message dates, senders, recipients, or subject matter.
Database Search: Administrators can also use StorageCraft Granular Recovery for Exchange to quickly
search across Exchange server database files including Database Availability Groups (DAG) and Client
Access Server (CAS) roles. By adding StorageCraft Granular Recovery for Exchange to the tools you’re
already using, you have complete search and recovery of Exchange servers and critical email data.
Recovery: StorageCraft Granular Recovery for Exchange can recover one or more mailboxes, as well as
individual email messages, attachments, and other mailbox content items quickly and easily. Administrators
can throttle data transfers to better manage network traffic during recovery projects.
Compatibility and Flexibility: StorageCraft Granular Recovery for Exchange can be used with any backup
software* for easy Exchange recovery. Users can also select alternative temporary database locations when
limited on hard drive space.

StorageCraft Granular Recovery for Exchange Supports:
•

Microsoft Exchange Server 2016, 2013, 2010, 2007, 2003

Features and Benefits
FEATURE

BENEFIT

Mailbox Recovery

Restore one or more mailboxes with ease. Recover individual or multiple
mailboxes from an Exchange database (EDB) file fast. Organizations can
use an EDB file from a backup of their Exchange database created with any
backup software*

Granular Email Recovery

Restore individual email messages, attachments, and other mailbox content
items quickly and easily

Bandwidth Management

Throttle data transfers to better manage network traffic during recovery
projects

In-Depth Search Capability

Search mailboxes, email messages, or entire Exchange databases for specific
keywords. Search across Exchange server database files including Database
Availability Groups (DAG) and Client Access Server (CAS) roles

Compatibility

Use with any backup software* for easy granular Exchange recovery

Ease of Use

All backup and recovery controls are menu-driven, intuitive, and complete

Flexibility

Select alternative temporary database locations when limited on hard drive
space

Ease of Use

Navigate to a specific mailbox then simply drag-and-drop the entire mailbox
to the product environment, or recover as many individual email messages,
attachments, or mailbox items as needed
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Links & Contacts
Contact Sales by phone
Americas

Canada

Latin America

United States

Asia-Pacific

+1 801 545 4711
Australia

+1 801 545 4711
Japan

+1 801 545 4711
New Zealand

Europe

+61 2 8061 444
Austria

+81 3 6206 6285
Benelux

+64 80 089 1234
France

+43 72 0817811
Germany

+ 353 21 237 3554
Ireland

+33 1 73443342
Italy

Other Regions

+49 30 224030221 +353 21 237 3500
Nordics
Portugal

+39 06 45236904
Spain

+ 353 21 237 3554 +351 219 362 410
Switzerland
United Kingdom

+34 960 473 567
Other European Countries

+41 91 26 11 575
Africa

+44 203 4811240
India

+353 21 237 3551
Middle East

+353 21 237 3551 +971 501 401 005

+971 501 401 005

Contact us by email
Americas
Asia-Pacific

sales@storagecraft.com
Australia: sales@storagecraft.com.au
New Zealand: sales@storagecraft.co.nz

Europe

East and Southeast Asia: sales-asia@storagecraft.com
sales@storagecraft.eu

Failure is not an option. Recover from any IT Disaster.
Are you ready?
Free Trial Download
www.storagecraft.com/downloads/trials-updates
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View Demo
www.storagecraft.com/demo-request
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